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Outline

Details of the implementation exploiting JIT techniques

Examples of analysis of data stored in Awkward Arrays via a high-level interface of 
an RDataFrame

Examples of the column definition, applying user-defined transformations and 
filters written in C++, and plotting or extracting the columnar data as Awkward 
Arrays

Current limitations and future plans
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Awkward Arrays and RDataFrame

● Awkward Array is a library for nested, variable-sized data, including 
arbitrary-length lists, records, mixed types, and missing data, using 
NumPy-like idioms

○ An example of their use in Python eco-system
● RDataFrame - ROOT's declarative analysis interface

○ No need to go into the details - the audience knows what it is -
see Enrico’s talk

○ Supports many input formats 
● Two very different ways of performing calculations at scale

○ Benefits of the combining both Python and C++
○ Physicists can mix analyses using Awkward Arrays, Numba, and ROOT C++ in memory, 

without saving to disk and without leaving their environment 
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https://github.com/scikit-hep/awkward-1.0
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classROOT_1_1RDataFrame.html
https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/namespaceROOT.html
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23628/contributions/241029/
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From Awkward Arrays to RDataFrame: Views

The ak.to_rdataframe function presents a view of an Awkward Array as an RDataFrame 
source

● Awkward Arrays are already JIT-compiled with Numba. Here we are reusing some of 
the Numba implementation for C++: no performance difference

This view is generated on demand and the data is not copied

The column readers are generated based on the run-time type of the views

The readers are passed to a generated source derived from ROOT::RDF::RDataSource
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From Awkward Arrays to RDataFrame: Data Source

Generated AwkwardArray RDataSource takes pointers into the original array 
data: a 40-byte ArrayView object is allocated on the stack

Array view is a cursor: 

The large-scale array data are not copied

The views are transient, their lifetime is defined by the lifetime of their lookup 
Python object
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https://github.com/scikit-hep/awkward/blob/main/src/awkward/_v2/_connect/rdataframe/to_rdataframe.py#L152-L252
https://github.com/scikit-hep/awkward/blob/main/src/awkward/_v2/_connect/cling.py#L126-L144
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C++ code generated by Awkward Array
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ak.Array([[1.1, 2.2], [3.3], … []])

This is what is fed to Cling
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Examples: Plot

Users define their analysis as a sequence of operations to be performed on 
the dataframe object - as usually    
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Examples: Transform and Filter
User-defined transformation is 
passed to a compiler

Filter is applied
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From RDataFrame to Awkward Arrays: in progress

● The ak.from_rdataframe function converts a selected column to native 
Awkward Arrays

● The conversion of the data taken out of the RDF is limited to:
○ Primitive types
○ Lists of primitive types and nested lists of primitive types
○ Awkward types

■ because Awkward Arrays are immutable no copy required
● User has an option to take the column out as a record with the column name 

as a tag
● By design it pulls one column at a time: it simplifies the interface and 

Awkward Arrays can be inexpensively joined with ak.zip
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Example from a PyROOT tutorial: Awkward Array out
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Awkward Array layout is described by its Form

Array: [{r: [0.813, 0.973, 0.854, 0.602]}, {...}, ..., {r: [1.27, 
0.47, ..., 0.669]}]

Python type: <class 'awkward._v2.highlevel.Array'>

Array type: 1024 * {r: var * float64}

Layout form: {
    "class": "RecordArray",
    "contents": {
        "r": {
            "class": "ListOffsetArray",
            "offsets": "i64",
            "content": "float64"
        }
    }
}
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Example: Awkward Array in and Awkward Array out

awkward::ListArray_s5zeZjQHueUdata_frame.GetColumnType("x")
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Summary

Awkward Arrays and RDataFrame provide two very different ways of performing 
calculations at scale

By adding the ability to convert between them, users get the best of both

The Awkward-RDF bridge provides users with more flexibility in mixing different 
packages and languages in their analysis

It is part of Awkward version 2, which is currently a submodule ‘ak._v2’, similar in spirit to 
ROOT's Experimental namespace.

○ Versions 1 and 2 can be used side-by-side in a Python session, and version 1 will be dropped (i.e. 
version 2 is fully released) at the beginning of December 2022. See the timeline
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https://github.com/scikit-hep/awkward/wiki

